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YOU’RE READY FOR BUSINESS.  
WE’RE HERE FOR YOU.





SOLUTIONS THAT GO  
WELL BEYOND PRINT.
As business owners ourselves, we know first-hand the new challenges that businesses face.

Across our network of 100 Design & Print Centres, we’re here for you, with a long and thorough 

track record, providing quality, reliable solutions to literally thousands of businesses every day.

Browse through the pages of this guide to discover the full range of business printing, graphic 

design, large format, direct mail, marketing services, websites, and email marketing solutions 

for your business, as well as tips & tricks to help you succeed.

If you’re ready for business, we’re here for you every step of the way. To find out more 

information about any of the solutions listed or real work pictured in this guide, you can  

scan the QR Code in this catalogue to reveal interactive elements, or alternatively, visit 

kwikkopy.com.au to locate your nearest Centre.

kwikkopy.com.au

kwikkopy.com.aukwikkopy.com.au
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CORE SERVICES INCLUDE: 

BRANDING & IDENTITY

CORPORATE STATIONERY

DIGITAL DESIGN

FINISHED ARTWORK

GRAPHS & INFOGRAPHICS

GRAPHIC DESIGN PROCESS

Branding & Identity
In the face of competition, it’s important that your 

business is both differentiating and professionally 

presented. Graphic design sets you apart from your 

competitors, and changes the way people think and 

feel about your business.

Great design helps to:

• Make an impact.  

• Establish your positioning in the marketplace. 

• Evoke an emotional response. 

• Set the tone for your brand and how it relates 

 to your customers and prospects.

Corporate Stationery
The creation of your branding and identity is just 

the beginning. As a rule of thumb, every bit of 

correspondence that leaves your business should 

wear your logo. Corporate stationery not only 

establishes credibility for your business,  

it also grows your brand and serves as a physical 

reminder to your customers. Talk to us about a 

core range of business stationery for your business, 

including business cards, envelopes, letterheads and 

with compliments slips. 

Graphic design solutions that work for business.

We understand your time is precious. Follow the simple checklist on page 64  

for the types of reference material you might provide us with at the project briefing.
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Digital Design

We can design for web, email and other  

electronic mediums for your business including: 

• Websites. 

• Online marketing. 

• Email. 

• Online catalogues & eBooks. 

Finished Artwork

Don’t get caught out with artwork that 

looks inconsistent; we are experts in colour 

management and pre-press. 

Leave it with us and have peace of mind that 

each file will be set up for printing across a  

variety of formats and publications with 

consistent colours.

Graphs & Infographics

A graph or infographic is a simple yet powerful 

way to tell your story, create impact and engage 

with your audience. Just let us know what 

you’re trying to say and we will find a way to 

communicate it visually.

Graphic design isn’t just about visual appeal; it’s about results.

Ian Clark – Marketing Manager, Marketing Makeovers Pty Ltd.

The Telstra Business Centre relies on Kwik Kopy for local expertise and their willingness to 

take on every challenge.

The views and statements expressed in this testimonial are by Ian Clark from Marketing Makeovers on behalf of Telstra Licensees and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Telstra Corporation Pty Ltd.

''Starting a new business we needed everything! ''

Scan or visit  

kwikkopy.com.au/stories
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We pride ourselves on being helpful & approachable 
throughout the design process.

Tell us what you need 

and we can work 

with you to hone 

your thoughts into 

a working brief that 

ensures we’re all on the 

same page.

This is where we take 

the brief and come up 

with ideas for you to 

choose from.

Once you’ve chosen a 

concept, we turn it into 

the pieces you need.

As the pieces come 

together, we’ll talk  

with you to ensure 

we’re on brief and get 

your approval at each 

draft stage.

Voilà! A quality finished 

product that looks the 

business and most 

importantly, gets you 

great results.

Brief & 
Consultation

Concept 
Creation

Design 
Development

Feedback  
& Proofing

Design  
Delivery

STEP

1
STEP

2
STEP

3
STEP

4
STEP
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BUSINESS CARDS 
Possibly the most important  
piece in the stationery set.

LETTERHEADS 
The absolute must-have for  
professional communication.

ENVELOPES 
Don’t get lost in the mail. 
Branded envelopes in all sizes  
help announce your business.

WITH COMPLIMENTS SLIPS 
Ideal for quick written correspondence.
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''I get what I want, when I want it.''
Adam Cooper - General Manager, Caloundra Removals & Storage.

Business Printing doesn’t have to be hard work. Adam worked with Kwik Kopy  

to launch a new brand while he was on the road.

Professional, reliable business printers.

Put your brand in the spotlight  
with print.

We provide all types of printing for our customers. 

Combining world class equipment and a depth 

of experience, we can produce high quality, 

competitively priced printed material to meet  

your requirements.

You don’t need to know all of the 
industry specifics; you just need a 
printer who does.

Working with Kwik Kopy we add value to your print 

campaign, advising you on the right paper stocks, 

inks and finishes to make a stronger connection to 

your audience. We can also provide insights as to 

the most effective combination of print to get the 

right message to your audience, at the right time.

Scan or visit  

kwikkopy.com.au/stories

CORE SERVICES INCLUDE: 
BUSINESS CARDS 

TRAINING AND CONFERENCE NEEDS
MANUALS 

FINANCIAL & ANNUAL REPORTS
DIGITAL ALTERNATIVES

BUSINESS FORMS
COLOUR PRINTING & PERSONALISATION

DIGITAL PRINTING
OFFSET PRINTING

BROCHURES & CATALOGUES
3D PRINTING
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Business Cards

Making your first impression count

Handing out a business card is often the first impression prospective clients 

receive of your business, so you need to get it right. Our business cards are 

printed single or double sided and in full colour. Your Kwik Kopy consultant can 

help you stand out from the rest with business cards available in a full range of 

shapes, sizes, stocks and finishes. 

Professional looking business cards

You can provide your own design or alternatively work with a Kwik Kopy 

designer to design a custom business card that makes a great first impression 

and is unique to you and your business.

Businesses have relied on Kwik Kopy for more than 25 years,  
from brochures to business cards.

TIP:  To make your card really stand out from the crowd, 

 see page 55 for Special Finishes.
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Training and Conference Needs

We understand the time pressures involved in putting together training 

courses, not to mention the stress if something goes wrong. At Kwik Kopy we 

can manage the entire process for you from design, to printing and distribution 

to one or many locations. We provide the following core services:

• Place cards.  

• Name badges. 

• Lanyards. 

• Note pads. 

• PowerPoint presentations.  

• Wall charts.  

• Attendee packs. 

• Follow up course materials. 

• Event-registration website and email marketing.

Experts in business printing.

TIP:   Struggling to find your conference theme?  

Our design team has experience researching and developing ideas.
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Manuals

From classroom training to Occupational Health & Safety inductions, no matter 

how simple or complex your manual printing needs are, Kwik Kopy can design, 

print, proofread and distribute your manuals, so you can keep your mind on the 

job, while we take care of everything else for you. 

• Folders.  

• Colour inserts & tabs. 

• Full colour or black & white. 

• Printed spines. 

• Personalisation. 

• Professional proofreading.  

• Fulfilment and distribution.

Manuals that last the distance.

TIP:  Binding, laminating and finishing options add that 

special touch to your printed manual.
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TIP:  Talk to us about  

  converting your  

  printed report to an  

  online version.

Financial & Annual Reports

A corporate report should reflect the 

same professionalism your customers 

expect from your business. Trust in our 

knowledge and experience in dealing 

with reports of all natures. 

We can produce financial and 

annual reports from simple booklets 

to impressive folders that are 

multifaceted, covering all reporting 

lines of your business.

End-to-end production management.
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Investor Communications

Kwik Kopy are full service printers servicing the financial industry with 

capabilities to design, print & deliver your next report or prospectus document, 

including; 

• Work with stakeholders to design annual reports.

•  Converting annual reports into electronic versions. 

• Distribution to one or many branch offices or shareholders.

•  Distil your annual report into a highlights presentation to be presented to 

your company board and stakeholders.

• Advice on paper stocks and their environmental credentials.

• Binding, collating and mailing advice.

• Reliable service, consistent quality and fast turnaround.

eBooks & Digital Alternatives

If you’re looking to offer a complement or alternative to your printed reports, 

Kwik Kopy can turn any PDF into an interactive e-publication. For executives 

that are on the move an e-publication of your annual report will sit perfectly 

on a mobile or tablet device. We can even link to source files such as Excel 

spreadsheets, images, video, charts and diagrams.

We understand quality business printing.
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Business Forms

Good forms are an important asset for your business 

and approaching their design systematically can create 

efficiencies in processing and contribute to your business 

success. It doesn’t have to be black and white; we can show 

you how colours and shading can be used to effectively 

highlight critical information.

“Saying print is dead is just stupid. Cave printing is dead - you could say that. But walk past any street corner and they’re giving away thousands of 

free newspapers and magazines every morning. Now, if print were dead, how come everyone’s reading it? Print is just changing shape, that’s all.”  

Dave Trott, Executive Creative Director of Ad Agency CSTTG

Outstanding business results.
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Affordable Colour Printing & Personalisation

Using the latest state-of-the-art equipment, you can rest assured that if it’s 

printed by Kwik Kopy it will be high definition, high quality and high impact 

for your business! Let your imagination run wild and take advantage of 

personalised print; whether it’s one page or every page, you can apply different 

text, images and graphics.

Digital Printing

Printing is our core business. Since its inception 25 years ago, Kwik Kopy 

remains committed to the cutting edge of innovation in digital printing, 

utilising the latest equipment and techniques so that each and every printed 

piece is consistently high quality and value for money.

• High quality. 

• Fast turnaround. 

• Cost effective for short runs. 

• Consistent from cover to cover.

Offset Printing

Offset printing is cost effective for producing high quality printing in 

commercial printing quantities. Talk to us today about how we can help  

you achieve:

• Consistent high quality. 

• Colour matched against your PMS colours. 

• Access to a wider range of paper stocks. 

• Speciality finishes to make headings and images stand out.

IKON INSTITUTE 
OF AUSTRALIA

EVERY DAY has the potential to BE
THE GREATEST DAY OF YOUR LIFE

Alicia

LEARNING WITH A DIFFERENCE

High quality, high impact printing.
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Brochures & Catalogues
Kwik Kopy can provide design, layout and production services for your next 

brochure or catalogue. Whether it’s a speed to market announcement with 

a brochure, or a comprehensive 300-product catalogue, we can provide 

advice on the layout that best suits your brand and the products you sell.

Why Brochures & Catalogues?
They work and consumers love them! Recent Roy Morgan Single Source 

surveys reveal that catalogues are ranked as the media most useful when 

making purchasing decisions across 11 categories including grocery, toys, 

fashion and home entertainment. Talk to us today about your business and 

sales objectives; we can provide both short and long term solutions with 

brochures and catalogues that will maximise your reach.

“A quality catalogue creates the perception of a 
quality brand and gives customers confidence that 
the product will also be great quality.” 
Mark Binnington, Marketing Director of Boden

Quality catalogue = quality products and services.
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3D Printing

3D Printing is a revolutionary new process used 

to make three-dimensional objects of almost any 

shape or size and it is changing the way we work 

and live. Across the globe there is huge demand for 

3D Printing, with analysts predicting the industry 

to be worth US$16.2 billion globally by 2018.

What is 3D Printing?
Also known as “additive manufacturing”, 3D 

Printing is the process of turning computer models 

into tangible objects, adding layer upon layer of 

material to produce almost any object possible. 

What are the benefits of 3D Printing 
for business?
The technology has a variety of uses, from 

architectural models to pre-production 

prototypes, and unique objects to complement 

marketing campaigns and direct mail. 3D 

Printing allows customers to interact with a fully 

functional, tangible object, rather than relying on 

computer visualisations.

To find out more about 3D Printing and how it 

will set you apart from your competitors, talk to 

your Kwik Kopy Centre Owner.

Discover the technology behind 3D Printing and how leading manufacturers,  
start-up companies and consumers alike are using it to their advantage.

Download the Kwik Kopy 3D Printing White Paper. Scan or visit kwikkopy.com.au/3dwhitepaper 

Bringing your ideas to life with 3D Printing.
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Time is money. 
We can save you both.
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Your time is precious.

While some businesses think they’re paying very little to print or copy each 

colour A4, in fact they’re paying closer to 65¢. Often, the cost of labour is 

not taken into account, adding as much as 30¢ to each copy. Neither is the 

cost of the capital equipment: around 20¢ per copy.

That’s not including the stress and strain on employees as they struggle to 

produce something that’s not their area of expertise. Or the dreaded paper 

jams and machine breakdown.

The fact is, outsourcing your in-house printing to Kwik Kopy means you’ll 

pay far less in real terms than trying to do it yourself. When we give you a 

price, it’s all included: no hidden costs, time or expenses.

What’s more, in a recent real-world test, Kwik Kopy took half the time it 

took a company doing it in-house.

Printing in-house could be 3 to10 
times more costly than you think.
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ONLINE 
SHOPThe Kwik Kopy Online shop is open for business  

24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

We know that as a business owner you’re always ‘on’ and 

that thinking about what you need for your business can 

happen at any time! That is why we have made it easy for 

you to order your business printing anytime you need. 

The Kwik Kopy online shop is easy. All you need to do to  

order is:

1. Select from our range of print products 

2. Define your specifications 

3. Upload your artwork  

4. Pay by Credit Card using our secure payment gateway 

5. Our production team will start working on your order

You can trust the quality.

We understand that quality is important and our online 

shopping experience has quality control processes, so you  

can be assured that all orders will be produced at the  

highest standard. 

Got an order that is outside of the box?

Our online platform lets you order from our standard range 

of business printing. If you have more complex requirements, 

contact your local Kwik Kopy Centre who will be more than 

happy to specify a custom quote.

kwikkopy.com.au/e-commerce
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TIP:  Your poster can shine 

indoor or outdoor. We can show 

you how, just by using different 

production processes.
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Large Format Printing

When you’re ready for BIG success, we’re here for 

you! The large format printing industry continues 

to move from strength to strength and Kwik Kopy 

are looking to the future, stretching the boundaries 

to deliver high quality printing on just about any 

material imaginable beyond just paper, including 

plastic and vinyl.  

Inks that won’t fade anytime soon

Large format, full colour imagery makes an impact 

on your audience, but if it’s faded or discoloured, 

there’s a chance it won’t be making the positive, 

lasting impression you’re looking for. Let the 

experts at Kwik Kopy advise you on everything 

from a message that cuts through the clutter, to 

inks & materials that will stand the test of time.

The Finishing Touches

We offer a complete finishing service from 

mounting to laminating; ask us how the slightest 

detail can add extra impact to your printed piece. 

• Foam Core. 

• Core Flute. 

• PVC Foam Board.

CORE SERVICES INCLUDE: 

SIGNAGE & OUTDOOR ADVERTISING

PULL-UP BANNERS

BANNERS & POSTERS

VEHICLE GRAPHICS

PLAN PRINTING

BACKLIT POSTERS & SIGNS

WINDOW GRAPHICS

"They helped me realise the potential  
in our office space."

Learn how Troy re-designs his office 
space using Large Format printing. 
Scan or visit kwikkopy.com.au/stories

Big, bold and impactful large format printing.
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Signage & Outdoor Advertising

What does your signage say about your business? Well-designed signage 

announces what you do, where you are and how to get in contact. Without 

signage, customers won’t find you or worse still they won’t know you exist. 

Pull-up Banners

Take your show on the road with portable, convenient and long lasting pull-up 

banners. Don’t get lost in the crowd – pull-up banners are available in full 

colour and all shapes and sizes, to help you make a statement at your next 

trade show or exhibition.

Using eye-catching full colour, Kwik Kopy can design and print  
a range of large format signage to maximise your exposure.
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Posters
Your desktop printer is no match for the rich, vibrant colour posters available at Kwik Kopy. Posters can be designed 

and printed in full colour and printed on a range of different papers and sizes to suit your needs from A4 to AO and 

larger custom sizes. 

Talk to us about where your poster will be situated; we can show you just how versatile poster printing can be, 

from an indoor glossy poster, to outdoor UV ink or laminate to survive the elements.

PREMIUM
Ask us about premium poster 

printing options to make your 

brand shine, including gloss 

stocks, photo inks - trimmed to 

any size you require. 

When size matters most.
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TAKE ON, TAKE OFF.
If you have the one vehicle 

for work and personal use, we 
can suggest semi-permanent 

branding so that you can 
easily apply and remove.
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Vehicle Graphics
Reach thousands of people every day cost-effectively with vehicle graphics. Using high 

quality materials, we can transform your vehicle into a lead-generating mobile billboard 

that increases the awareness of your business day or night while you’re on the road. 

TIP:  For multiple vehicles, why not communicate different brand values  

   on each vehicle.

Plan Printing
We can cater for one off plans or sets of plans for your next project, scaling your files 

from A4 to AO with uncompromising attention to detail. Ask us about finishing services 

such as mounting and distribution.

Don’t lose the colour in your plan printing;  
we can print both black & white and  
full colour plans in brilliant detail.

So much more than just posters and pull-up banners.
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Backlit Posters & Signs
Be seen from metres away with backlit posters and signs, from standard 

fluorescent tubes to low voltage LED, in all shapes and sizes. We can design, 

produce and install your backlit poster. If you already have a design in mind,  

let us take a look and we’ll make sure it’s set up to maximise the benefits of  

the bright backlit lightbox.

Window Graphics
Transform any window or entry door of your business into a 24/7 advertisement 

promoting your products and services, or even communicating essential 

information such as trading hours and contact telephone numbers for your 

business. Talk to us today about how we can extend your message with 

window graphics.

Maximise your business exposure.
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CORE SERVICES INCLUDE: 

CAMPAIGN MANAGEMENT

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

BRANDED GIVEAWAYS

Marketing services when you need them. 

Campaign Management
If you find yourself getting overwhelmed with the day-to-day, outsource your marketing services to  

Kwik Kopy. We can provide experienced hands on support to manage an entire campaign from end-to-end 

or just one aspect. Whatever your situation may be, we’re here for you. 

Plan for Success with Kwik Kopy
One of the biggest challenges small businesses face is having great ideas but never implementing them.  

At Kwik Kopy, we can tailor an effective 12-month marketing plan to cater for your business and achieve 

your marketing goals.

PLANNING

Objectives

Ojective 1 

Timeframe: 

Description: 

Ojective 2 

Timeframe: 

Description: 

Ojective 3 

Timeframe: 

Description: 

Ojective 4 

Timeframe: 

Description: 

kwikkopy.com.au

<<Centre Name>>
<<Address1>> <<Address2>>
<<Suburb>> <<State>> <<Postcode>> 
T  <<telephone1>>  F  <<fax>>
<<emailMarketing>>
<<www>>

Kwik Kopy Services

Quarter One Quarter Two Quarter Three Quarter Four 

Objective: Objective: Objective: Objective:

Jan Apr July Oct

Feb May Aug Nov

Mar June Sept Dec

Achieved? Y/N Achieved? Y/N Achieved? Y/N Achieved? Y/N

Achieved? Y/N Achieved? Y/N Achieved? Y/N Achieved? Y/N

Achieved? Y/N Achieved? Y/N Achieved? Y/N Achieved? Y/N
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Promotional Products and Branded Giveaways 
From corporate promotional gifts, personalised calendars and branded bags to 

mouse mats and magnets, leave your customers with a useful reminder of your 

special products and services with Kwik Kopy’s help. Because we can print on 

a vast range of shapes and materials, you really do have the freedom to think 

outside the square and create a point of difference for your brand.

Personalised and cost effective promotional products.

76% of respondents in a recent survey recalled the 

brand advertised on a promotional product and 55% 

kept the item for more than one year. 

Source: Australasian Promotional Product Association industry research

• Calendars.

•  CD and DVD burning, labelling  
and packaging. 

• Desk pads. 

• Magnets.

• Mugs. 

• Mouse mats. 

• Promotional bags.

• Pens.

• Rulers.

• Swing tags. 

• Stickers.

• Umbrellas.

• Wine labels.

• Wine boxes.
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More than just 
plain mail.
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CORE SERVICES INCLUDE:

IMPACT MAIL

ELECTRONIC DIRECT MAIL

MAILING & DISTRIBUTION

DIRECT MAIL PROCESS

Engage, inspire and promote action with direct mail.

Direct mail can be produced in a wide variety of formats, using different shapes, sizes and materials 

to create a memorable brand experience. The great benefit of direct mail is that it’s tangible, you can 

engage with more senses, and the recipient is likely to hold onto it for longer.

Impact Mail

Kwik Kopy also works with Australia Post to create high impact mailings  

that meet postal guidelines. 

Find out how the power of print — with die cuts, special folds and  

unusual materials — can give your message the cut-through it  

deserves in the marketplace.
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Electronic Direct Mail

Maximise your direct mail campaign with a combination of print and digital. 

Electronic direct mail, or eDM, is a fast and inexpensive complement or 

alternative to conventional direct mail. Kwik Kopy has the resources to design 

and distribute your next campaign. Bring your own mailing list — or arrange 

for us to purchase one for you — and watch the results roll in!

Mailing & Distribution

Whether you’re looking to do a local letterbox drop, hand delivery campaign or 

a national mail out, Kwik Kopy can look after all your mailing and distribution 

needs. We can print, insert and prepare your material for mailing, and we can 

also provide hints and tips to maximise discounts with Australia Post.

Make direct mail work even harder  
with electronic mail.
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Simple steps to get started with direct mail.

Organise your 
mailing list of 
either existing 
customers or 
prospects using 
third party data.

The team at 
Kwik Kopy will put 
together a draft 
copy document 
as well as a layout.

Together we will 
work with you to 
refine the copy 
according to 
your feedback; 
all spelling & 
grammar will be 
proofread for typos 
and errors  
before finalising.

We will collect 
or purchase all 
assets and prepare 
artwork for 
printing  
and mailing.

Once the artwork 
proof has been 
signed off, we will 
produce the direct 
mail according 
to the agreed 
specification  
and quantity. 

We’re ready to 
mail! This will 
involve labelling, 
inserting and 
lodging your direct 
mail, personalised 
to your database.

Monitor and 
review results of 
your direct mail 
campaign, using 
this information 
to improve the 
success of your 
next campaign.  

Mailing List
Selection and/or 
Acquisition 

Creative 
Process
Layout & copy

Creative 
Process
Finalise copy

Print 
Preparation
Develop layout as  
finished artwork

Printing Mailing Results & 
Learning

STEP

1
STEP

2
STEP

3
STEP

4
STEP

5
STEP

6
STEP

7
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''My website allows customers to find me 24/7.''

“Kwik Kopy helped us create a website that not only looked good but has really made a 

connection with our customers. Business is great and we couldn’t be happier with the end result.”  

Anthony, Owner of Amazon Plant Growers

Scan or visit  

kwikkopy.com.au/stories
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CORE SERVICES INCLUDE: 

INFO WEBSITE

SHOP WEBSITE

MOBILE WEBSITE

EMAIL MARKETING

SOCIAL MEDIA

CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CMS)

Take advantage of all the Internet has to offer.

At Kwik Kopy, we understand the importance of your website as a marketing tool. So whether you’re in 

the market for a brand new website or you want to optimise your existing one, we can work with you 

to create a website that improves your business performance and helps you achieve your goals.

WEBSITE

Email 
Marketing

eCommerce 
Payment 
Gateways

Mobile 
Websites

Social 
Media
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Build your business online.

By 2018, estimated smartphone 
penetration into Australian households 
will be 93% and estimated tablet 
penetration will be 80%.
Source: www.digitalpulse.pwc.com

Info Website
If you want to compete online you’ll need a smart professional website  

that makes a great first impression and is able to adapt to meet your 

business needs. A Kwik Kopy website design helps to build your brand,  

set the standard for your business and engages with prospects and  

existing customers on an ongoing basis.

Shop Website
We have website design experts who work with you to deliver a great 

looking website that makes it easy for your customers to buy from you 

within a few easy clicks. Our eCommerce payment gateway makes it simple 

and secure for customers to complete their purchase as well as seamless 

backend management for record keeping and reconciliation.
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Connect with your customers wherever they are.

For more information on a website designed 
and built with Kwik Kopy, check out our  
in-depth guide to web & digital services.

Mobile Website
The future is mobile, this means that if you’re not providing a mobile friendly experience 

for your customers, then chances are they’ll bounce off your website and head straight 

to your competitors. Working with Kwik Kopy you’ll get an optimised experience that 

represents the content of your website based on the visitor’s screen size.

Social Media
Kwik Kopy can help you establish your business on social media and connect with real 

people waiting to become real customers. 

TAKE ADVANTAGE  

OF ALL THE INTERNET  

HAS TO OFFER.

WE’RE HERE FOR YOU.  

kwikkopy.com.au
kwikkopy.com.au

KKA938_WebServices_Brochure_FINAL_FA_with proofing edits.indd   1

22/10/2014   1:09 pm
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Email Marketing
Email marketing is quick, cost-effective and 

helps to build your business. We ensure your 

emails cut through the clutter; once sent we 

can give you access to real-time reporting 

and analysis that allows you to measure the 

return on investment for your campaign. 

If you don’t have an email template, don’t 

worry; we specialise in designing email  

templates that cover off your objectives, 

from lead generation to event registration.

Email marketing both personalised and measureable.
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Be self-sufficient with a content management system.

Content Management System (CMS)
A Kwik Kopy website also includes a CMS so you can make changes to 

your site without the need for a designer or IT person. Whether you’re 

in the office, at home or travelling abroad, you can securely access, edit 

and analyse your website from any desktop computer with an internet 

connection. It’s that easy.

Easy to use Content Management System (CMS) allows you to 
build pages and content as well as edit existing content without 
any IT experience required. 

Talk to your local Kwik Kopy Centre to find out more.
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CREATE on-brand artwork,  

PUBLISH customised marketing collateral,  

MANAGE even the tightest of deadlines and  

TRACK your progress and results. 

Zenith Hub online print management system.
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''Zenith Hub allows us to send  
artwork amends in real time.''

Kim Kelloway, Head of Business Development, HLB Mann Judd.

To find out more visit kwikkopy.com.au/zenith  
or contact your local Kwik Kopy Centre for a demonstration.

Online Print Management. 

Zenith Hub online print management gives your company the flexibility to print on-brand print assets 

and marketing collateral to the tightest of deadlines. Your commonly printed items such as business 

cards, stationery, brochures and other marketing collateral and branded assets are stored securely online. 

Request a demonstration at kwikkopy.com.au/zenith

Features and benefits  
of Zenith Hub: 

Create a management system, 
Publish your materials,  

Manage your artwork online  
& Track finances  
to reconciliation.
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Christmas Cards, E-Cards and Calendars.

Don’t forget your customers at Christmas.
In the business-to-business space, Christmas is an opportunity to remind your clients of all the 

great work you’ve been doing for them throughout the year. Don’t get lost in the flurry of Christmas 

messages; from simple to elaborate we can help you select a Christmas Card Design and message to 

suit every taste and budget.

Be unlike  
anyone else 

with a custom 
designed 

Christmas card.

Explore the Christmas range at kwikkopy.com.au/Christmas
(Christmas card range available September – December each year) 

If you’re looking to make a statement and be truly memorable, why not brief  

a Kwik Kopy graphic designer who can design a Christmas card that is unique 

to your business. 
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RESOURCES

The thickness of paper (or weight) is 
measured in grams per square metre (gsm). 
Because an A0 sheet is exactly a metre 
squared, an 80gsm sheet would weigh 
80 grams. An 80gsm A4 page would weigh 
exactly one-sixteenth of this: 5 grams.

• 80–120gsm: letterhead weights.
• 120–200gsm: text pages of brochures 

and reports.
• 200–300gsm: covers and folders.
• 300–350gsm: business cards.

International Paper Sizes Weights
 A SERIES FORMATS (MM) B SERIES FORMATS (MM) 
 4A0 1682 × 2378 - -

 2A0 1189 × 1682 – –

 A0 841 × 1189 B0 1000 × 1414

 A1 594 × 841 B1 707 × 1000

 A2 420 × 594 B2 500 × 707

 A3 297 × 420 B3 353 × 500

 A4 210 × 297 B4 250 × 353

 A5 148 × 210 B5 176 × 250

 A6 105 × 148 B6 125 × 176

 A7 74 × 105 B7 88 × 125

 A8 52 × 74 B8 62 × 88

 A9 37 × 52 B9 44 × 62

 A10 26 × 37 B10 31 × 44

A1

A3

A5

A7 A6

A4

A2
Envelopes 

• Plain face envelopes.

• Window face envelopes.

• Wallet envelopes.

• Pocket envelopes.

• Banker envelopes.

• Standard sizes – DL, C4, C5, C6.

• Custom-sized envelopes.
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Folding

Half fold Tri fold
(3-panel)

Z fold 
(3-panel)

Accordion fold 
(4-panel)

Double  
parallel fold

Roll foldDouble  
gate fold

Gate fold 
(3-panel)

Quarter fold (French fold) Map fold

Choosing formats.
Why settle for standard when you can have special? 

Explore the alternatives for these common formats.

Envelope Sizes

A4 UNFOLDED

324 x 229 mm

229 
x 

162 mm

A4 FOLDED 
ONCE

A5 UNFOLDED

 C4

 C5

FITS >

FITS >

A4 FOLDED 
TWICE

A5 FOLDED 
ONCE

114 x 
162 mm

110 x 220mm

A4 FOLDED 
TWICE

A5 FOLDED 
ONCE

 C6

 DL

FITS >

FITS >
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CDs, DVDs & USBs

• Jewel cases.
• CD printing.
• Printed sleeves.
• Card cases with disk tray.

• Inserts.
• Burning and duplication.
• USBs.

Folders

We have a wide selection of standard folder templates to choose from. 

Like something more special? We can produce a custom designed folder 

at a very competitive price.

Glued pocket or self-locking single 
pocket folder, with and without a spine

Glued pocket or self-locking twin 
pocket folder, with and without a spine

Folders.
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Choosing Paper.
We translate the trade talk to help you navigate the world of paper.

Coated paper

Paper that has been coated with a mix 
of substances to smooth its surface. 
Printing ink sits on the surface of coated 
papers rather than soaking in, often 
allowing for a slightly sharper image 
and faster drying time on a press. The 
coating can be applied in different ways 
to produce different finishes: 

• Gloss — the most reflective.
• Matt — more subdued, with minimal 

glare.
• Silk or satin — halfway between gloss 

and matt.

Often used for: brochures, magazines, 
business cards.

Uncoated paper

These papers have a more tactile, ‘papery’ 
feel than coated papers. Images printed 
on uncoated paper will have a narrower 
tonal range compared to the result on 
coated papers (in other words, uncoated 
stocks will show slightly lighter blacks 
and slightly less saturated colours). 

Uncoated papers also tend to be bulkier: 
an 84-page report printed on uncoated 
stock will be thicker than the same 
report printed on coated stock of the 
same weight.

Often used for: stationery, reports, 
brochures, business cards, note pads.

Special textures and finishes

• Adhesive-backed paper.

• Canvas textured.

• Carbon paper.

• Clear acetate.

• Corflute.

• Highly reflective cast-coated silver or 
gold papers.

• Linen textured.

• Metallic and pearlescent papers.

• Parchment.

• Tracing film.

• Thick recycled boxboard.

Environmentally-sensitive papers

There is a range of ways to rate a paper’s 
green credentials. Some have more 
recycled content, while others conform 
to various eco standards. If you use an 
environmentally-accredited paper, you’re 
entitled to publicise the fact by adding 
the appropriate set of accreditation 
logos to your artwork. 

We’re happy to advise which stocks offer 
the best green value at a price-point to 
suit you.

Find out more about different 
environmental stocks at kwikkopy.com.au
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Binding Techniques

CASE BINDING COMB BINDING PERFECT BINDING SADDLE STITCHING LOOP STITCHING

SINGER SEWING SECTION SEWING SCREW AND POST BINDING RING BINDING WIRO-BINDING 
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Choosing Special Finishes.
To make your communication really stand out, try adding some of these special finishing techniques.

METALLIC INK
Fine particles of metal mixed 
with ink provide a lustrous 
metallic sheen.

FOILING
Foiling stamps a thin layer  
of pure metal onto paper  
or card for a dazzling,  
highly reflective finish.

RAISED TYPE 
A powder is applied to a  
freshly printed page and  
then heated to produce  
glossy, raised lettering.

HOLOGRAM
These special patterned  
foils are a popular  
anti-counterfeiting technique. 

EMBOSSING
A metal stamp creates a  
three-dimensional raised  
image on the page.

DIE CUTTING
A special knife is used to cut 
the page in a custom shape. 

FLOCKING
An adhesive area is coated 
with dust-like fibres to give a 
raised, velvet-like feel. 

DRILLING
For binding documents  
in a ring binder or  
drilling holes for swing tags.

SPOT UV VARNISH
Clear varnish is printed  
over the top of other finishes 
for an exceptionally glossy 
finish for small areas.

ROUNDED CORNERS
Square-cut corners are sanded 
off — a more economical 
alternative to die cutting.
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Supplying artwork for print.

Pre-flight checklist

		Has the job been spell checked?

		Has the job been proofread?

		Is the document colour mode set to CMYK, including all images?

			Is the document the correct size?

		Are all images high resolution (300dpi at their final size)?

		Crop marks and fold marks are included?

		All fonts are supplied, or have been converted to outlines?

			3-5mm bleed has been added?

	  If used, PMS colours are correctly nominated?

			All images are embedded, or supplied as links for non-PDF files?

Ways to supply your artwork files 

• Send via email (up to 10MB).

• Upload through the Kwik Kopy website at www.kwikkopy.com.au

• Burn onto a CD or DVD. 

• Load onto a USB stick.

• Via Zenith Online Print Management — see page 47 for more details.

• Send large files through a file transfer site  
(ie. WeTransfer – www.wetransfer.com or Hightail – www.hightail.com).

Setting up a file for print on your own can be challenging, especially if you’re 

new to a process. Follow this checklist to ensure your job prints the way 

you want it to — and remember, it’s always best to consult your Kwik Kopy 

Account Manager before starting a big job. It will save you valuable time later.

Bleed: professional designers add a little 
more area to any elements that reach the 
edge of the page. When the job is trimmed, 
these elements will successfully ‘bleed off’ 
rather than stopping abruptly at white.

3mm BLEED

3m
m

 B
LEED

Crop marks (shown here in black) tell the printer 
where to trim the finished job down to its final size. 
Because of bleed, even common sizes such as A4  
may be printed on A3 sized paper, then trimmed.
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File Formats & Image Quality.

Tip!

Converting RGB colours to CMYK doesn’t always produce 
an expected colour match, because one is a colour 
created essentially from light and the other is created by 
ink on paper. To save yourself from unexpected colour 
variations, talk to your Kwik Kopy Account Manager. Files 
for print should be set up using CMYK or PMS colours in a 
professional layout application such as Adobe InDesign.

300 DPI

72 DPI

Please note that not all Kwik Kopy Centres can 

accept the file types listed above.
† Kwik Kopy Centres may accept these files but don’t 

recommend this format for printing.
Tip!

Screen displays show sharp images at 72 dots-per-inch (dpi), but 

print production requires a greater resolution of 300dpi for the 

same result. 

An image that may display well on screen will look pixellated 

when printed at a similar size. Supplying the largest image files 

you can is highly recommended. This usually means supplying the 

original, high resolution (hi-res) copy of a digital photo rather 

than its smaller, faster-to-view version.

Image Quality

Image quality is determined by the number of pixels that make up 

an image file. Generally, more pixels = larger image files = higher 

resolution = sharper results. 

Any graphic element with crisp edges, such as logos or lettering, 

should be supplied in an .eps. Supplying these in .jpg or .tiff format 

is risky, as they can pixellate when displayed at a large size.

NATIVE  
FILE FORMATS 
WE ACCEPT

Adobe InDesign
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop
Microsoft Word†

Microsoft PowerPoint†

Microsoft Publisher†

PDF
EPS
TIFF
JPG
PSD

FILE FORMATS 
WE ACCEPT
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Glossary of Terms & Acronyms

Sometimes when we communicate with you we might use acronyms or terms that you don’t 

completely understand. To give you that extra bit of comfort we’ve compiled a list of the commonly 

used terms below. 

Print
CMYK

Refers to the basic printing process colours – cyan (aqua), 

magenta (pink), yellow and ‘K’ standing for black.

Composite

Colour separation file that contains all colour information 

in one file that can be printed as a composite or separated 

into the individual colour plates for printing.

Crop Marks

Crop marks are printed cutting lines. These appear on the 

printed creative before it is ‘finished’. Crop marks indicate 

where the publication should be trimmed.
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Die Cutting

Die cutting is the process whereby shapes are cut 

out of paper, or other substrates. Designers will 

generally have to specify a cutting grid in their 

page layout or vector drawing program.  

The printer will then use this as a guide for making 

the die.

Digital Printing

What is digital printing? Print methods such as 

laser and ink-jet printing are known as digital 

printing.  

In digital printing, an image is sent directly to  

the printer using digital files such as PDFs and 

those from graphics software such as Illustrator 

and InDesign. This eliminates the need for a 

printing plate, which is used in offset printing, and 

can save money and time. 

Decals

A design that is to be fixed to some surface for 

a period of time. These can be adhered to almost 

any surface: walls, windows or floors and are 

usually printed on SAV (self-adhesive vinyl). A 

decal requires installation and removal.

Finished Size

Refers to the final size of the print item after it has 

been folded, trimmed and ready for distribution.

Finishing

The final steps of the printing process after the 

actual printing is complete. Includes anything that 

needs to be applied to the print such as trimming, 

die cutting, folding, collating, hole drilling, scoring, 

binding, laminating, pockets/dowel etc.

GSM

The thickness of a sheet of paper is indicated by 

its weight, measured in grams per square metre 

(gsm). The standard weights of machine-made 

paper are 190 gsm, 300 gsm, 356 gsm, and 638 

gsm but can also be anywhere in-between.

Offset Print

A printing technique whereby ink is spread on a 

metal plate with etched images, then transferred 

to an intermediary surface such as a rubber 

blanket, and finally applied to paper by pressing 

the paper against the intermediary surface. Most 

print shops use offset printing to produce large 

volumes of high quality documents. Although the 

equipment and set-up costs are relatively high, the 

actual printing process is relatively inexpensive. 

This is usually used for high volume jobs.

Quick Reference Guide.
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Print Bleed

The amount of spare space necessary when ink 

runs off the page edge.

Print Ready

Proofed, high resolution artwork with all assets 

included in file. 

Process

This is otherwise known as CMYK or full colour 

printing. The printing process where cyan, magenta, 

yellow and black are used to formulate other colours.

PMS – Pantone Matching System

Pantone Matching System is a popular colour 

matching system used by the print industry to print 

spot colours (colours that can be reproduced with 

only their own ink) but not for process colours, 

which need a combination of the four inks; CMYK.

QR Code

A QR code (quick response code) is a type of  

2D barcode that is used to provide easy access  

to information through a smartphone.

Resolution

This is the level of detail printable by a printer.  

The level can be indicated by dots-per-inch (dpi).

Scale

The ability to reduce or enlarge an image. To avoid 

distortion, some programs can maintain the  

ratio between width and height when you scale 

the image.

Spot Colour

A spot colour is an ‘extra’ or ‘special’ colour that 

is used in addition to the CMYK four-colour 

process. The extra ink is added to its own roller on 

the printing press, so as to more accurately print 

certain colours that are hard to reproduce with 

CMYK inks. 

Substrate

Any material or surface that is to be printed on. 

For example, paper is a printing substrate. Other 

printing substrates can include plastics, card and 

even metals.

Graphic Design
Alts

This is client changes to artwork while the job is 

being reviewed and produced. Other changes after 

approval would be charged at an hourly rate.

Artwork Files (also referred to as Native Files)

This is the original format for which the artwork 

was produced. (Adobe Illustrator for drawings and 

Adobe InDesign for layouts etc…)

Glossary of Terms & Acronyms
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Comp / Composite

In design and printing, composite has several 

different meanings that all essentially mean taking 

separate parts and putting them all together.

Design 

A preliminary design or sketch is a comp, 

comprehensive artwork, or composite. An image 

composed of many images or any page made up of 

text, images, other elements is a composite image. 

EPS

Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) is an important 

vector graphic format used in graphic design. 

Usually EPS files are created and edited in 

illustration programs such as Adobe Illustrator.  

The main benefit of an EPS is its vector format;  

it can be reduced or enlarged without affecting 

the quality. 

GIF

Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) is a common 

bitmap graphics format suitable for display of 

non-photographic images on the Web. It’s not 

usually great for printing.

JPEG/JPG

This common photo format gets its name/file 

extension from the Joint Photographic Experts 

Group and is usually pronounced J-Peg. (JPG is a 

shortened version of JPEG and the two terms are 

used interchangeably). JPEGs are commonly used 

on the Web to display photos and most digital 

cameras produce images in this format.

PDF

The Portable Document Format was created by 

Adobe. Many software programs can import or 

export PDF files. They are often used to exchange 

files, distribute material on the Web, and when 

properly prepared as a print ready file (see Print 

Ready), PDFs can be sent to Kwik Kopy for print.

POS (Positional Images & Text)

In the graphic design world, this refers to an image 

or text that is used for positional purposes in 

the first draft phase to fill a layout. Once agreed 

between the client and designer, it is then replaced 

with final imagery and text.

RGB

Red-Green-Blue (RGB). This is a colour system 

that applies only to devices employing light, such 

as computer monitors and television sets. Red, 

green and blue dots of light create the image you 

see on the screen.

TIFF

Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) is a common file 

format for images and is often used by graphic 

designers for print. A benefit of a TIFF Image is it 

can store large amounts of high quality data such 

as photographs. 
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UV Coating & Inks

Ultra Violet (UV) Coatings enrich design, brightens 

colours and provides a glossy sheen to materials 

to which it is applied. A UV Coating is basically a 

compound that is applied wet to paper and then 

instantly dried with UV Light.

Vector

Unlike pixel formats such JPEGs and GIFs, vector 

graphics are made up of paths, which are defined 

by a start and end point. Because they are not 

made up of a specific number of dots they can be 

scaled up or down without losing any quality.

WYSIWYG - What You See Is What You Get 

This is a representation to the user of exactly what 

a document will look like when printed. A feature 

called “print preview” is considered to be this type 

of application.

Web & Digital

CPC – Cost Per Click 

This is the amount an advertiser pays every time a 

user clicks on one of their advertisements.

CPM – Cost Per Impression 

CPM is the amount an advertiser pays for every 

1000 users who view their advertisement on a  

web page.

CSS - Cascading Style Sheets

A language used to define how a web page written 

in HTML or XHTML should be presented and 

displayed in a web browser.

CTR – Click Through Rate

CTR is a measure of the amount of users who click 

an advertisement as compared to the number of 

users who see the advertisement.

DNS – Domain Name System

DNS servers translate human-readable hostnames 

such as kwikkopy.com.au into numeric IP 

addresses used by networking equipment.

FTP – File Transfer Protocol

FTP is a commonly used protocol for  

transferring files from one computer to another 

over a network.

FAQ – Frequently Asked Questions

FAQ lists are a common support mechanism on 

many websites; they provide answers to questions 

that are commonly asked of a company.

Glossary of Terms & Acronyms
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HTML – Hypertext Markup Language 

HTML is a tag based markup language used to 

create web pages. Every site on the Internet uses 

HTML in some form.

HTTP – HyperText Transfer Protocol

HTTP is a communications protocol used for 

transferring data available on the Web.

HTTPS – Secure HyperText Transfer Protocol 

HTTPS is a variation of HTTP used to specify that  

the data being transferred is/should be encrypted 

and secure.

IP – Internet Protocol 

IP is a protocol for transferring data across a  

packet-switched network.

PPC – Pay Per Click 

PPC is an advertising model used on the Web in 

which advertisers only pay when a user actually 

clicks on their advertisement.

RSS – Real Simple Syndication 

RSS is an XML specification for publishing 

frequently updated web content to subscribers. 

RSS is commonly used for blogging, twitter  

and news.

SEM – Search Engine Marketing

SEM refers to paid advertisements on search 

engines (AdWords is a form of SEM).

SEO – Search Engine Optimisation

SEO is the process of tweaking websites so that  

they are more likely to be indexed higher in search 

engine results.

SQL – Structured Query Language 

SQL is a special programming language used  

to retrieve data from and modify relational 

database systems.

SSL – Secure Sockets Layer

SSL is cryptographic protocol used for  

encrypting sensitive data while being sent  

through the Internet.

SWF – Shockwave Flash

SWF is a proprietary vector graphics format used 

to create animations on websites.

URL - Uniform Resource Locator 

URLs are the addresses used to request files 

through the Web.

WWW – World Wide Web 

The WWW is the network of interlinked hypertext 

documents available through the Internet.
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Preparing your Design Communication Brief 

Use this checklist to ensure the design you get back meets  
the purpose you had in mind. 

		What’s the background to this project? Why is it being produced?

	Who is the target audience? 

		What’s your unique selling proposition? 

		Who are your key competitors and what do you offer that they don’t?

		What’s the business objective of the project? Increase sales? Increase 

brand awareness? Generate a particular response?

		Do you want to develop a new or existing design concept?

		Are there existing materials relevant to the design, such  

as brand guidelines, logos, or typefaces?

		What elements are ‘non-negotiable’ and need to be included in  

the design?

		Who will be writing the copy and sourcing the images —  

Kwik Kopy or you?

		Are there any particular production considerations that need to be 

taken into account — such as a maximum weight/size, room for 

overprinting, fit with existing marketing collateral, paper stocks, 

formats, special printing finishes, etc?

		What is your production timetable and deadlines?

	Budget guidelines.

	Your contact details.

You can download our  
Design Brief Template at 

kwikkopy.com.au 

Checklist.
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